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Abstract 
Test case derivation and test verdicts specification in respect to given test purposes are an im
portant issue in conformance testing. Since test purposes are commonly expressed in an infor
mal wayan automation of this process is not possible. In this paper, we show how this process 
can be automated for restricted classes of test purposes using a knowledge-based approach. 
Our approach is founded on a partial formalization of the test purposes that permits an auto
mated derivation of test cases and the deduction of test verdicts. The adaptation of test cases 
to a given test method is also addressed. An example that illustrates the approach is given. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A formal (or informal) specification of a protocol defines conformance requirements on the 
implementation of the protocol. The conformance between specification and implementation 
is defined by means of conformance relations that are deduced from the protocol specification. 
These relations state the requirements which have to be fulfilled by the implementation to be 
conform to the specification. In order to assess that an implementation is in compliance with 
its specification, conformance testing is needed. This is carried out by applying a test suite. It 
is well-known that the classic test suite generation methods for both finite state machines 
(FSMs) and labelled transition systems (L TSs) generate a huge number of test cases [Brin88 , 
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Shen90]. They lack clearly identified test purposes and mostly require a complete 
specification. The execution of the test cases should improve the likelihood of interworking 
and interoperability between systems developed by different vendors. Economic and practical 
considerations, however, considerably restrict the number of test cases that can be carried out. 
Testers work within the constraints of budget and tight time schedules [Lai95]. Since it is 
impossible to apply every possible test case under a given time constraint, priority has to be 
given to test the most important and vulnerable parts of the protocol by defining appropriate 
test purposes. 

In practice, an implementation under test (lUT) is often tested on a functional basis. 
Experienced testers are capable to assess which conformance requirements are more important 
to test or which functions of the JUT may be likely incorrectly implemented. Appropriate test 
cases that match with test purposes addressing conformance requirements or given functions 
have to be deduced. This implies that the conformance requirements referred to by the test 
purposes are identifiable with those ones described in the formal specification. For each test 
event a verdict has to be specified to indicate whether the expected outcome indicates a 
correct or incorrect behavior of the JUT. The derivation of test cases is manually done in 
practice because test purposes are informally described. Examining the use of test purposes in 
practice it seems possible to us to partially formalize certain classes of test purposes in order 
to structure and to classify them in such a way that their identification based on the 
conformance requirements described by a formal specification becomes feasible. A partially 
formal definition and identification of test purposes requires the assistance of a human expert. 
He can be assisted by knowledge-based systems to store his knowledge and to simplify further 
development steps. 

In this paper, we present a knowledge-based approach for automatically deriving test case 
for a given test purpose. The approach is based on a partial formalization of test purposes that 
permits an automated identification of test cases and the specification of test verdicts. The 
adaptation of the test cases to a given test method is also addressed. We use the SELEXPERT 
tool [Guer95] for the knowledge-based analysis. It has been designed to select test cases based 
on the estimation of their fault coverage and cost. It has also been applied to select test cases 
taking into account data flow aspects. In this paper, we want to extend the use of 
SELEXPERT for the identification of test purposes to derive test case and test verdicts. In 
addition, the approach provides a more user-friendly utilization in the sense that it gives more 
freedom to a user to express his test purposes compared to other approaches (e.g. [Robl92]). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces basic elements related to 
test purposes and describes the problem of the test case derivation w.r.t. test purposes. In 
Section 3, we give an overview of the principle of the approach and discuss some classes of 
test purposes. Section 4 presents the principle of test purpose formalization and of test case 
derivation and test verdicts specification. In Section 5, we describe the knowledge-based pro
cedure to derive a test case for a given test purpose. An example that illustrates the approach 
is presented. The test case adaptation to a given test method is discussed in Section 6. Finally, 
some concluding remarks are given. 
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2 PRELIMINARIES 

2.1 Basic concepts 

In the ISO confonnance test methodology IS09646 [IS091] test cases are organized in a 
hierarchical structure in which a test suite represents the top level of this hierarchy. Each test 
case belongs to a precise test purpose. Test purposes are defined infonnally. There exists no 
fonnally defined relationship between test purposes and test cases. Therefore, it is very 
difficult to exploit test purposes for an automatic derivation of test cases. 

A test purpose is a prose description of a narrowly defined objective of testing focusing on a 
single confonnance requirement as specified in the protocol specification. In the context of 
FMCT [FMCT95], the set of test purposes TP is defined as a finite subset of the set of con
fonnance requirements R. 

Conformance requirements are the requirements, a confonning implementation has to 
fulfill. They are divided in two groups: static confonnance requirements and dynamic 
confonnance requirements. The first ones represent requirements on possible combinations of 
values of the fonnal parameters of the specification whereas the second ones define 
requirements on the observable behavior of the implementation. In FMCT, the dynamic 
confonnance requirements are defined as requirements implied by the fonnal specification 
and the implementation relations. A specification S is expressed as a set of confonnance 
requirements R?{rl,r2, ... ,r,,}. An element rjERS represents a single conformance requirement 
that may be addressed by a test purpose. An implementation I dynamically confonns to a 
specification S if I satisfies all confonnance requirements in Rs. This is referred as satisfaction 
relation and denoted by sat: ('<IrjERs: I sat r,). 

In this paper, the meaning of confonnance is implicitly based on this type of relation since 
the associated verdicts are essentially based on the fulfillment of the confonnance 
requirements by the IUT as indicated by the test purposes. In addition, we confine ourselves to 
dynamic confonnance requirements, since these represent the main part of a protocol. 

A test case refers to a given test architecture [IS091] and consists of 

• a test purpose 
• apreamble 
• a test body 
• test verdicts. 

A preamble is a sequence of events that transfers the IUT into a desired state from which the 
test body will start. A test body consists of sequences of test events according to the test pur
pose. A test verdict indicates the confonnance of the IUT with respect to the test purpose. The 
verdict pass is assigned to the outcome of a test event if it matches the test purpose, otherwise 
the verdict fail. If no clear statement on confonnance the verdict inconclusive is associated. 
The postarnble is optional [IS091], therefore, it is not considered here. 

2.2 Description of the problem 

Let be given a set of test purposes TP, and a test architecture TA. To derive a test case TCj for 
a given test purpose the following S-tuple TCF(TPj,TAj,PAj,TBj,Vj) has to be detennined in 
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which TPjETP denotes the test purpose corresponding to a conformance requirement rjERS' 
TA j the test architecture, PA; the preamble, TBj the test body, and Vj the test verdicts. The 
main issue to automate the derivation procedure consists in mapping a given test purpose to 
the respective conformance requirements rjERs in the specification. Unfortunately, this prob
lem cannot be generally solved unless the set of test purposes TP is reasonably restricted and 
adequately formalized. This is due to the fact that test purposes are usually informal and may 
express different kinds of conformance requirements, e.g. requirements on the dynamic 
behavior, requirements referring to the test context and so on. 

3 PRINCIPLE OF THE APPROACH 

In this section, we first give a brief overview of our approach to automate the test case deriva
tion w.r.t. test purposes. Then, we examine certain classes of test purposes to illustrate the 
principle of the approach. We discuss the possibility of their formalization and the feasibility 
of an automatic identification of test purposes when these are restricted to some 'typical' 
classes. 

_t 
[ formalisation 

1-----.. of test purposes 

Figure I Overview of the approach. 
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The principle of our approach is depicted in Figure I. The approach is based on the 
assumption that test purposes can be partially formalized and classified related to their syntax 
and objectives as will be discussed below. A prototype of each class is stored as a fact in the 
knowledge-base of SELEXPERT. It describes the syntactical basic structure of the test 
purposes of this class and the conformance requirements they are related to. With each class, 
an algorithm is associated for deriving the test case from the specification presented as 
behavior tree and for specifying the verdicts. The behavior tree is supposed to be 
deterministic. It can be obtained, for instance, by simulation [Guer95, Ulri93]. If such a 
knowledge-base is set up SELEXPERT can be used to automatically derive test cases and test 
verdicts from a given set of test purposes in connection with the respective formal description. 
The derivation procedure may be supported by a human expert. The assistance of the human 
expert is needed if the automatic identification of a test purpose fails, i.e. no test purpose 
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prototype matches the given one. In this case, a new prototype may be added to the 
knowledge-base which is thus stepwise extended. 

Our approach to formalize test purposes was inspired by considering representations of test 
purposes in practice and literature. We give some examples here. 

First, we present some test purposes used in a conformance test center for testing Projibus 
protocols. Projibus (process field bus) [DIN91] is the German fieldbus system used for 
process-oriented applications in the automation technique area. The testing comprises among 
other the jieldbus message specification (FMS) using the remote test method [IS091]. FMS 
represents a sublayer of the application layer. The conformance testing takes place by 
applying test cases such as those given in Table I. 

Table 1 Test purposes for FMS of Projibus 

Test case identifier 

satvOIOO 

sciyl100 

sciv9100 

Test purpose 

send write-with-type-request to IUT and await 
write-with-type-response from IUT 

send initiate-request to rUT and await abort-request from IUT 

send initiate-request to IUT and await initiate-confirmation from 
IUT 

The words in italic of the test purposes in Table I denote the data concerned by the test pur
pose. The other words can be considered as keywords that characterize the test purpose. The 
keywords possess certain semantics in the sense that they, for instance, indicate an order in 
which the interactions, i.e. the data, must occur. Because of the simplicity of the 
representation in which these test purposes are expressed, it should be possible to define a 
formal structure for such a type of test purposes. This formal structure can be used as a 
prototype of the test purposes to automatically identify test purposes that follow the same 
structure. Thus, the identification of the conformance requirements addressed by the test 
purpose with corresponding ones described in the specification can be automated to derive the 
test case and test verdicts. 

In [Brin91], a notation (after-must) based on the LTS formalism was introduced to express 
test purposes. This notation is used in the form: (after cr must A). cr denotes an event sequence, 
i.e. a trace, leading to a given state, and A~ a subset of the label set L of the LTS. A repre
sents a set of events that may be performed by the given process. If A is restricted to one ele
ment, i.e. an event, the test purpose addresses a single conformance requirement in this case. 
If test purposes are supposed to be expressed in this notation, they can be identified by the 
keywords after and must, and by exploiting the indicated path cr that refers to the given 
conformance requirement included in A. Furthermore, this notation may be enriched to 
become more familiar for an ordinary user, as in the example: "after cr the reaction of JUT 
must A" and so on. 

In other works, especially those exploiting the structure information of formal specifications 
(e.g. [Ulri93, Velt92]), test purposes generally concern a process or a module of the specifica
tion as in the example: "check the correct execution of process connection_request". A 
process or a module describes a function of the specified system in this case. Since these 
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representations are not very complex, it is possible to define a formal structure for such a class 
of test purposes. However, this supposes that the specification may be represented in a 
suitable form, i.e. as an hierarchy of processes. 

4 FORMALIZATION OF TEST PURPOSES 

In this section, we show how formal structures can be defined for different classes of test pur
poses. For lack of space, we discuss here only some examples to demonstrate the principle. 

There exist two types oftest purposes: 

• test purposes concerning static conformance requirements (not considered here as men
tioned previously); 

• test purposes referring to dynamic conformance requirements focusing in general on a cer
tain property of the specified system (e.g. a function), or on a single conformance require
ment, as in the example: "after receiving eventl the IUT must respond with event2". A 
conformance requirement may also concern timing aspects as, for instance, "test whether 
event is returned within time limit of n (seconds)". The timing aspect depends the given 
test architecture and particularly refers to the propagation delays of messages and so on 
[Chan92]. 

y~,,~:'PO~' 
() stat Q dyn_ 
"'-_ testpurjioses __ test purposes behav 

~-~ .----------... testpurposes 

r;J~"~';f.~,, _~ Q 'I k-e-~w-_ o-r-ds--'I 
_ ~ -------~_ ~ 1 - · - · "", 

( j ( ) C-~ehaVjOr- C) b~::;~r- Co! 
timing- timing- class] I -, _ behavlOr-
class} c1assn keywor() ""'" c1assn 

~ -", data 
keywords\ --------- ~---------./--\ ' ;----\ 

subclass 1) l.~ \._ ,j Legend 
class object property 

keywords ~ 0 
subclassn 6. D 

Lh_i_e_r ._r_e_la_t_io_n_s_h-,ip,-s __ ..J 

check correct execution of process datatransfer 

Figure 2 Knowledge representation of test purposes. 
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The knowledge representation fonnalism used in SELEXPERT is the object paradigm 
[Rumb91]. Figure 2 shows the representation of test purposes using this paradigm. The two 
types of test purposes indicated above constitute classes, noted as Sial_lest purposes and 
dyn_lestpurposes, respectively. They are subclasses of a superclass lestpurposes that 
comprises all test purposes. Dyn _lest purposes is again organized into two other subclasses: 
behav _Iestpurposes and liming_test purposes. These subclasses comprise test purposes con
cerning the behavior and the timing aspect, respectively. Each subclass is characterized by 
keywords that represent a property in respect to the object paradigm. The hierarchical struc
ture of the test purposes facilitates the exploration of the different subclasses when identifying 
a given test purpose. Some of these subclasses will be described in the rest of this section. For 
convenience, we adopt a Backus-Naur form (BNF) like-notation for describing the fonnal 
structure of a class of test purposes, as in the following case: 

(dyn_leslpurposes)--+ (behav _Iestpurposes) I (/iming_lestpurposes) 

To derive an appropriate test case in respect to a given test purpose, we assume that the speci
fication is given as a finite behavior treeO, i.e. a finite set of traces. It can be obtained, for in
stance, by simulation [Ulri93, Guer95]. A test case consists of a set of traces. 

4.1 Test purposes related to bebavior aspects 

To demonstrate the principle of test case derivation and test verdicts specification we consider 
here two example subclasses of test purposes, denoted by behaviorclassl and behaviorclass2. 
They are principally distinguished with respect to their objective and syntax. They belong to 
class behav _test purposes indicated above. 

Behaviorclass J 
This subclass of test purposes is supposed to have the following syntax: 

(behaviorclass I )--+(keywordl) «eventl» (keyword2) «even/2» 

(keywordl) and (keyword2) are keywords, «evenll» and «event2» the events that represent 
the confonnance requirement addressed by the test purposet . An example for this test purpose 
class would be "after receiving (lCONreq) the IUT must accept (ICONconf)". 

A test purpose that can be expressed in this fonn does not explicitly indicate the localization 
of the confonnance requirement referred to in the specification. An event sequence leading to 
the given confonnance requirement has to be detennined in the specification such that its 
length is minimal. It constitutes the preamble of the test case. 

The fact that the event sequence to be adopted as preamble has to be minimal pennits us to 
find the confonnance requirement given in the test purpose with minimal effort, i.e. with rela
tively low cost. In fact, a confonnance requirement usually may occur at different places, i.e. 
branches, of the behavior tree of the specification. This is due to the recursive character of 
protocols, e.g. through the process calls (see e.g. [Ulri93]). Thus, a given confonnance re-

We especially address LOTOS specifications here. but also specifications in other fonnal descriptions 
techniques whose semantics can be expressed as behavior trees. 

t The parentheses aim at distinguishing the data concerned by the test purpose. 
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quirement can be found in different ways, i.e. event sequences. The optimal event sequence 
has to be selected in our case to be considered as preamble. 

Now, we show how the different components of a test case TCi corresponding to a test pur
pose TPi in respect to the structure given above, can be derived. 

The preamble PA,{TCD consists of only one event sequence that can be obtained as follows: 

with (S,--e-H) denotes a transition t where si represents its current state, e an event, and Sj 
the tail state of t 

such that 

• So is the initial state of the specification S; 
• (3 O"ES) such that (O"=so--eiJ~Sil--ei2~Si2··.siP_I--eip~s-<eventl)""H')~; 
• length( O'i)$length( 0') for all Itoi, with O'jE Sand (O'rso--ejl ~Sjl--ej2~Sj2' "Sjq_l--ejq ~5jq) 

such that 
O'/ESwith (O'/=SO--ejl~Sjl--ej2~Sj2 ... Sjq_I--ejq~sjq-<eventl)--+s'). 

Note that for convenience, in the event sequences above states are explicitly represented. Fur
thermore, (eventl) refers to the event indicated in the test purpose and length( ... ) denotes the 
number of events of the given event sequence. We have omitted, to explicitly represent the 
gates associated to the events in the test sequences given above for more abstraction at this 
level. 

The test body represents a set of event sequences that can be obtained in relation to the pre
amble determined above and the test purpose as follows: 

such that 

• (VO'iE TBi(TC;) «SiO =.5) and (eiJ=(eventl»); 
• (3O'kETB,{TCi» with (O'k=skO--ekl~skl--ek2~sk2 ... skm_l--ekm~skm) such that 

(ek2=(event2». 

Note (event I ) and (event2) indicated above refer to the events addressed by the test purpose, 
and s refers to the state indicated in the preamble P Ai(TCi). 

To specify the verdicts Vi(TCD w.r.t. the test purpose TP;CTCi) for the test body TBi(TC;) an 
algorithm VerdictBehavClassl is applied [Guer96]. It has as input the test body TB;(TC,), the 
test purpose TPi(TC;), the behavior tree of the specification S, and the test architecture TA;. 
The output of the algorithm are the test verdicts V;(TC;) that are specified for the test body 
TBi(TC,). The algorithm first determines the conformance requirement addressed by the test 
purpose. This is facilitated by the derived preamble PAi(TC;). Then the corresponding verdicts 
are associated by considering the possible interactions of the ruT at the different peos 
(points of control and observation) of TA; in relation to the test purpose and the specification. 

I For convenience, the parentheses delimiting the data (i.e. events) in the test purpose are omitted. 
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According to the object concept the different components of a test case are considered as 
properties associated with the object TCi. For their determination, methods have been attached 
to these properties. The algorithm VerdictBehavClass 1, for instance, is attached as a method 
to the property Vi of the object TCi· 

Behaviorclass2 
Now, we consider the structure of example subclass behaviorclass2 that address a process of a 
specification. 

(behaviorclass2)~(keywordl) (if unction l » [(keyword2) (ifunction2»] 

The test purpose "check the correct execution of process (wait)" is an example for this class. 
(ifunctionl» indicates a process§ name referred to by the test purpose. (ifunction2 » is 

facultative; it is ignored in the example given above. It represents another process name in 
which (if unction l» is defined. This is necessary if the peer entities of a protocol specification 
may include functions that can be ambiguously referenced. 

processes ( 

-~ 

~_ ) subclass 

L---===~~----;' 

Figure 3 Representation of a LOTOS specification using the object paradigm. 

To allow the identification of a process, the specification is represented as an hierarchy of 
processes (Figure 3). Considering the object paradigm, each (sub)process is viewed as object 
that is characterized by two main properties: behav _exp and traces. The first includes the 
definition of the process whereas the second indicates the resulting behavior of behav _ exp as a 
set of traces. The latter is obtained by attaching a method to the property traces. The method 
calls a simulator to evaluate the given behavior expression behav _exp to generate the behavior 
tree. The latter represents the behavior described by the specification, if proc _aO is subject of 
simulation, and a partial behavior if another subprocess is concerned by simulation. The value 
obtained for the property traces may be automatically inherited by means of the inheritance 
mechanisms [Rumb91]. Thus, the processes possessing the same definition can be attached to 
a same subclass. They inherit the same value to the property trace, e.g. proc_cO and proc J1. 
The representation of a specification as a hierarchy of objects facilitates the exploration of the 

! This especially concerns a LOTOS specification. 
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processes of the specification and therefore, the identification of the one addressed by the test 
purpose. 

The preamble PA,{TCi) consists of exactly one event sequence, i.e. a trace, that is obtained 
as follows: 

such that 

(Va'iEP) where (a'Fspr:r-eil-+Sil ... Siq_r----ejq-+Sjq), implies 

• (SO--ekl-+Skl",Skr_I--ekr-+Skr--eil-)oSiI ··.sjq_I--ejq-+siqEBs) with (skr=spo); 
• (VajEQ) (length(a)5,length(a). 

Note that B?{ a\la2> ... ,an } represents the behavior tree of the specification S, where So de
notes its initial state, and P={a'l,a'2, ... ,a'm} is the behavior described by the given process. aj 
denotes a trace, and a'i a subsequence of events w.r.t. a corresponding trace of Bs. Q is a finite 
set of traces that relates to P and Bs as follows: 

• P={a'j I (a,;=spr:r-eil-+SiI",Sjq-I--eiq-+Sr"q) with (i=1...m)} ; 
• Q={ ( aj=sr:r-ejl-)oSjl" ,Sjl_I--ejl-+SjIE B s) (Va' j E P) 

(so--ejl-+Sjl",Sjl_I--ejl-+Sj.---eil-HjJ··.siq_I--eiq-+SiqEBs) with (sjl=s po)}. 

The test body TBj(TCj) consists of the behavior described by the process that is referred to as 
(<Junctionl» in the test purpose, i.e. TB,{TC")={cr'I,a'2 , . .. ,a'm}' The corresponding verdicts 
V.{TC) can be deduced by applying an appropriate algorithm VerdictBehavClass2 [Guer96] 
similar to that used for the test purposes subclass behaviorclassl. It considers the obtained test 
body TBj(TC) described by the process P, the behavior tree of the specification S, the test 
purpose TPi(TCj), the determined preamble PA,{TCj), and the test architecture TA j. It first 
identifies the events that represent reactions of the IVT to given events of process P. After 
that, a verdict pass is specified for the reaction in question, if it is described in the process. 
Otherwise an inconclusive or fail verdict is specified depending on description in the 
specification of the reaction by considering the different PCOs of the test architecture TA,. 

4.2 Test purposes related to timing aspects 

The timing aspect is an important factor in testing. It is especially introduced by the propaga
tion delays and message loss. Propagation delays that are implied by the underlying service
medium may be the cause that a tester observes test events in an order different from the IVT 
side. Even though the underlying service is usually supposed to be sufficiently reliable, 
message delays and message loss may happen in practice which cause the expiration of the 
respective timer, thus leading to an inconclusive verdict [Chan92]. 

We again consider two example subclasses of test purposes: timingclass I and timingclass2. 
They belong to the test purposes class timing_test purposes. The reason of distinguishing these 
subclasses is the same as that indicated in Section 4.1. 
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Timingclass 1 
The test purposes belonging to this subclass are supposed to address conformance require
ments without considering their emplacements in the specification as explained above. In 
other words, the path leading to the concerned conformance requirement is not explicitly 
given. We consider that the occurrence of the conformance requirement that can be reached 
with the lowest cost implicitly represents the objective of the test purpose. 

(timingclassl)~(keywordl) «event») (keyword2) «timevalue», e.g. 

"check if (lCONconf) is returned within time limit (3)" where the time limit is expressed in a 
given time unit, e.g. in seconds. 

(keywordl) and (keyword2) identify the test purpose. «event») is the event name to which 
the test purpose is related. «timevalue») represents the period in which the IUT must react to 
the event «event». After expiring «timevalue») a time-out will occur for the timer associated 
to «event». «event» and «timevalue» are referred to as the data. Note that such a structure 
gives no indication about the localization of the test event «event». The event «event») is 
automatically identified in the protocol specification in such a way that the event sequence 
leading to it is optimal. 

The preamble PA,(TCJ of the test case TCi consists of exactly one event sequence that is 
determined as follows: 

such that 

• So represents the initial state of the specification; 
• there exists a transition t (t=SiP~ik~Sik) with (Sip=S) such that 

• length(cri)~length(cr) for all f~i, with (crj=SO~jl~Sjl~j2~Sj2",Sjq_l~jq~SjqES) such 
that 
o 3 a transition t' (t'=Sjq~jk~Sjk'); 
o cr/=so--ejl ~Sjl~j2~Sj2" .Sjq_l~jq~Sjq --ejk~Sjk----<evenl)~s" ES. 

Note that (event) indicated above refers to the test event given in the test purpose. 

The test body TB,{TCJ of the test case TCi consists of a set of event sequences that is obtained 
in connection with the preamble, the test purpose, and the specification as follows: 

TB,(TCj)={crjES I (cr}=SjO~jl~Sjl--ej2~Sj2" ,Sjm_J--ejm~Sjm)} such that 
'l/crj E TB;(TCi) (Sjo=S) 

Note that S above refers to the state indicated in the preamble PAi(TCJ and m represents the 
length of the given event sequence. 

As for the behavior classes we apply an appropriate algorithm VerdictTimingClassl 
[Guer96] to deduce the verdicts V;(TCJ for the derived test body TB;(TC,) by taking into con-
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sideration the preamble PA,{TC;), the test purpose TP;CTCi), the specification S and the testing 
architecture TAt. The algorithm first determines an event in the specification for which 
«event» addressed by the test purpose represents a reaction. Then a timer whose value is 
indicated in the test purpose is associated to the given event. After that, the possible verdicts 
in respect to the time value indicated in the test purpose are specified. Particularly, verdicts 
depending on the occurrence of the time-out are assigned to «event». All possible interactions 
of the IUT at the different PCOs of the testing architecture are considered. 

Timingclass2 
Finally, we consider another test purposes subclass timingclass2. This subclass supposes in 
contrast to the subclass timingclass2 that the path leading to the conformance requirement 
addressed by the test purposes is explicitly given. This is used to deduce the corresponding 
preamble. 

(timingclass2)4(keywordl )( (eventsequence) )(keyword2)( (event) )(keyword3)( (timevalue) ), 

An example of this subclass would be: "check if after (lCONreq; ICONind; ICONrcsp; 
ICONconf; IDISreq; IDISind; IDISreq; ICONreq) the event (ICONind) is returned within 
time limit (5)". 

«eventsequence» represents a sequence of events leading to the event «event» to which the 
test purpose is related. It will be exploited to deduce the preamble. «timevalue» is the period 
within which the IUT has to react to the event «event» as explained for timingclassl. This 
subclass is characterized by the fact that a trace «eventsequence» is explicitly given which 
leads to the test event «event» concerned by the test purpose. This is relevant when a particu
lar attention is accorded to a precise occurrence of the given event. 

In the manner of subclass timingclass 1, we can deduce the various components of a test case 
Te, in respect to test purposes following the structure of timingclass2. 

5 TEST CASE DERJV A nON PROCEDURE 

In this section, we present the test case derivation procedure for a given test purpose. It is 
represented in Figure 4. 

The procedure starts with the identification of the test purpose. It supposes that the test pur
pose belongs to a certain prototype class which defines its formal structure as described in 
Section 4. The variety of instances of a class of test purposes corresponds to the different 
ways to express a given type of test purposes. This can be done by inserting different syntax 
units, i.e. words, supposed to be less relevant than the keywords on which the definition of the 
test purpose is based. 

After parsing the test purpose by means of a specific parser routine, the keywords as well as 
the data concerned by the test purpose are identified. To recognize the objective of the test 
purpose the keywords are compared with the test purpose prototypes stored as classes in the 
knowledge base. This operation can be assisted by a human expert if the automatic 
recognition of the test purpose fails. In this case, the test purpose may be possibly 
reformulated with the help of an expert and then added to the knowledge base as a new 
prototype. The identification of a test purpose allows to deduce an appropriate test case and 
test verdicts. This consists of the determination of the properties preamble, test body and test 
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verdicts. Methods that are attached to them are executed each time the identification of a test 
purpose is carried out. 
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Figure 4 Procedure of the test purpose identification and test case derivation. 

Note that the role of an expert consists in assisting the definition of the test purposes and 
supporting their identification in certain cases. The cooperation of the knowledge engineer 
and the expert will help to formalize these test purposes, i.e. , to assign the respective formal 
structure that can be used as test purpose prototypes when identifYing new test purposes. 

Example 

We illustrate the principle of the approach for the INRES protocol [Hogr92]. The test purpose 
TP is defined as follows: "check the correct execution of process (datatransfer)" . datatransfer 
is supposed to represent the data transfer phase that is specified as a process. The formal 
structure of this test purpose corresponds to that associated to the subclass behaviorclass2 (see 
Section 4). The keywords of an instance of this subclass are supposed to be identifiable with 
the ones characterizing the given test purpose class. To identify the latter the hierarchy of 
classes consisting of the different subclasses (behaviorclassl, behaviorclass2, etc.) has to be 
explored (see Figure 2). A formal structure as indicated in Section 4 corresponds to each one 
of them. To identify the test purpose, the parser has to distinguish the two parts of the test 
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purpose: keywords and data (here datatransJer) . If the test purpose, i.e. its keywords, coin
cides with one of the instances (e.g. keywords_subclass 1), the next step can start that deter
mines the different components of the test case. Otherwise, the assistance of a human expert 
becomes indispensable. 

We suppose the test purpose TP(TC) concerning the process dalatransJer as indicated 
above. A test case that corresponds with TP(TC) is deduced as follows: 

MSAP!CR 
ISAP R?ICONind 

ISAP_R!ICONresp 
MSAP?CC 

MSAP!DT 
ISAP R?IDATind 
ISAP_R?IDISreq 
ISAP R?otherwise 
MSAP?otherwise 

pass 
inconclusive 
fail 
fail 

The test event sequence "MSAP! CR ... MSAP?CC" represents the preamble PA(TC) of the 
test case TC. "MSAP! DT ... MSAP?otherwise" is the test body. The test verdicts V(TC) 
has been deduced for the test body TB(TC) as explained above. The preamble is optimal in the 
sense that its length in test events is minimal as indicated in Section 4. The preamble has no 
verdicts since it is not addressed by the test purpose. Only the behavior addressed by the test 
purpose was deduced. Note that we have considered here a test architecture whose peos are 
called ISAP _Rand MSAP situated at the upper and lower tester of the test method, respec
tively. In addition, otherwise is used to indicate unexpected reactions of the IUT at the peos. 

6 TEST CASE ADAPT A TION IN RESPECT TO TEST METHODS 

In this section, we describe the procedure to adapt a derived test case to a given test method. 
This is needed because test cases are usually derived from a formal specification without 
taking into consideration a given test method. 

A specification such as that of an OSI protocol describes the behavior at the service access 
points. The points where the tester can control and observe the IUT are the peos that may not 
coincide with the service access points belonging to the IUT. The upper tester controls and 
observes the peos connected to the upper access point whereas the lower tester those con
nected to the lower access point. By varying these aspects different test methods are used, e.g. 
the local, distributed, coordinated, and remote test methods [IS09Ij. In these methods, the 
lower access point of the IUT is always accessible via an underlying service; the upper access 
point may be hidden. There exist variants of these methods that can be applied to a multi-layer 
IUT where an IUT is tested layer by layer. An embedded method is a special case of multi
layer testing where one layer can be tested embedded in the other layers. 

The principle of test case adaptation that takes a given test method into consideration is il
lustrated in Figure 5. Starting point is a set of test cases and a test method. These are repre
sented as classes, testcases and testmethods. The class lestmethods is characterized by some 
properties such as identname, uppertester, lowerlester, suI, testsystem. Identname indicates 
the test method name (e.g. DS, distributed single-layer). Uppertester and lowertester contain 
the peos names associated to upper and lower tester, respectively. Sut states the components 
of the test system. Note that for certain test methods some of these properties are not defined, 
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e.g. the value of uppertester is undefined for the coordinated test method. Test coordination 
procedures have not been considered here for their irrelevance to our purpose. 

testcases 

events o 

el e2 ej 

Figure 5 Test case adaptation based on the object paradigm. 

properties 
.. identname 

r---"' " .uppertester 
,---.., . lowertester 
r---"'" sut 

testsystem 

tri' trm' 

There are three main steps for the test case adaptation. First, the test events of the traces of a 
test case (belonging to the class testcases) are identified. They are linked to the corresponding 
subclasses, usb_events or Isb_events, according to their occurrence at the upper service 
boundary or at the lower service boundary of the IUT. The access service boundaries are then 
linked to their corresponding peD; that are associated with the upper tester or to the lower 
tester depending on the given test method TA; (cf. Figure 5). Finally, a class of test cases 
testcases' is deduced. There is a one-to-one relation between its test cases and the input test 
cases belonging to the class testcases. There is also a one-to-one relation between a trace of a 
test case of the class testcases ' and a trace of a corresponding test case of the class testcases. 
The property traces is associated to the class testcases' that has to be determined for each 
member (i.e. a test case) under consideration the given test method. For this purpose, a method 
is attached to this property to determine the value of the property traces, i.e. to compute all 
traces composing the given test case. The method implements an algorithm tc _adaptation that 
is not given here. 

7 FINAL REMARKS 

The automation of the test case derivation in respect to given test purposes is a difficult prob
lem. We have shown that this problem can be alleviated by using knowledge-based 
techniques. Our approach is based on a partial formalization of test purposes. This can be 
done for important classes of test purposes. The approach was inspired by the experience of 
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testers who are often capable to assess what kinds of test purposes are relevant in practice. 
The cooperation between a knowledge engineer and a human expert in testing may help to 
formalize and classify test purposes. In an earlier phase of formalization and identification of 
test purposes, the assistance of a human expert is useful. His support is less needed in later 
sessions with the progressively growing of the knowledge-base oftest purposes prototypes. 

Currently, we are extending the approach to cover a large number of real protocols by inves
tigating test purposes prototypes used in these protocols. Furthermore, we plan to make an 
empirical study of the approach in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach, i.e. 
to which extent the approach is able to identify test purposes. 
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